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Sailing barque 'Passat' at Port Talbot Dock   Sailing barque 'Passat' in Port Talbot Dry Dock
Phoenix fuel works under construction
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Taken from South end of entrance lock
Construction of new dock, showing old lock on the right
Construction of Port Talbot Dry Dock
The following photos are Heavy lifts at Port Talbot Dock
Piece of machinery weighing approx 120 tons
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Discharging a heavy lift for the Steel Company of Wales
Heavy Lift for the Steel Company of Wales
Discharging of steel converter for the Steel Company of Wales
Discharge of steel converter for the Steel Company of Wales
Discharge of 50 ton capacity Bessemer converter
Floating crane ready to lift the Bessemer converter
Discharge of 50 ton capacity Bessemer converter
Discharge of a 50 ton capacity Bessemer Converter
Tugs moving the 50 ton capacity Bessemer converter
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Discharge of 50 ton capacity Bessemen converter
Piece of housing machinery being discharged
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